
Sails and Oars 
From the Head Teacher 

November 2020 

Dear Parents, Carers, and Students, 

I am delighted to introduce the latest edition of our monthly Sails and Oars publication.  

In this latest edition, we again have updates from a range of different Subject 
departments showcasing just some of the events and activities which have been taking 
place over the past month, as well as looking forward in some cases, to opportunities 
for students to engage with ahead.  

This edition, also proudly features the names of so many of our talented and 
hardworking students whom have achieved success with their studies and their 
engagement with the school over recent weeks. It is always enjoyable to learn more of 
the efforts and associated success of our students, and I would like to congratulate each and everyone of them 
in what they have achieved this term. For those whom maybe don’t feature in this latest edition of Sails and 
Oars, I would like to challenge them to do so in future upcoming editions, where they have opportunity to 
showcase their considerable talents yet again, whether that be in lessons, independent learning, enrichment, or 
in support of our wider community at Stockport School. The upcoming New Year and the spring term 
undoubtedly offers a vast array of opportunity for everyone to be heavily involved and to achieve further 
success. I hope all of our students will rise to this challenge! 

This edition of Sails and Oars also has a special feature on our Year 11 leavers from last summer, whom recently 
received their GCSE results certificates, charting their own considerable efforts and achievements over a 5 year 
course of study at Stockport School. Our Year 11 leavers had for obvious reasons, a very disrupted final year at 
school, and it was hugely unfortunate that they were unable to enjoy all of the normal activities and events that 
they typically would as a final year student at Stockport School. We were delighted however, with the overall 
and individual successes of our ex-students and equally pleased that almost all of them were able to secure post-
16 courses of study at their preferred College or Apprenticeship provider. We of course wish each of our ex-
students all the success in the world as they move forward into adulthood, and we look forward to hearing in the 
future of their achievements. 

As we continue to progress through this busy autumn term, and with us quickly approaching the much-awaited 
Christmas holidays which are now just less than 3 weeks away, it is important that we all continue to work hard 
and make the most of the opportunities that we have all so desperately strived for in this incredibly strange and 
disrupted year. You will be aware from my recent communication, that we, like all other Stockport schools, will 
be finishing for Christmas on the slightly earlier date of Friday 18th December 2020, at 3.00pm, and that we then 
return to school for the start of the New Year and the spring term on Thursday 7th January 2021, at 8.30am. 
Whilst I will write to you again before the Christmas break, I would like to take this early opportunity to wish you 
and your families all the very best for the festive period and in the safe celebration of the end of a very notable 
but not so joyous 2020 and the beginning of 2021. I sincerely hope that 2021 proves to be a much more happy 
and memorable year of hope and opportunity for us all to be able to enjoy freely with our friends and families 
once again. 

Finally, I hope you enjoy reading this latest edition of Sails and Oars, and of learning more about what has been 
going on in and around our school community over recent weeks, as well as what future opportunities there 
may be in store during the coming weeks and months. 

Best wishes 

 

Mr I. R. Irwin 
Headteacher 



English 

October saw Year 7 and 8 pupils take part in their 
themed Reading Challenge in English, where classes 
completed to try and read/quiz on up to 25 books. 

 

The winners were: 

Y7 - Da Vinci (110 points) 

Y8 - 8Y1 English group (with Monet earning 80 of the 
220 points achieved) 

It was a dark and gloomy night and a bitter frost 
coated the village. There was silence through the 
village apart from the wind which blew wickedly 
and icily through the deserted streets.  

At the far end of the village, isolated, was an old 
sinister looking house. The filthy windows were 
cracked and broken and some of them were board-
ed up with old, rotten wood. There was a general 
feeling of decay about the place: everything seemed 
to be crumbling and shattered, the weeds that had 
taken over the garden had started invade the house 
as well. 

The house had been empty for years, abandoned by 
the family that had lived there after the mysterious 
disappearance of their young daughter. Not a soul 
had been seen anywhere near the house since then 
and the people in the village, especially the children 
stayed well away. Rumours spread around the vil-
lage of strange noises coming from the empty build-
ing: screams and shouts and weird sounds that did-
n’t seem human. One old woman who had passed 
by one night, swore she saw a figure standing at a 
window at the top of the house. Its body was trans-
parent, only a silhouette, a shadow. The figure 
stood motionless and seemed to be staring straight 
at her. She had hurried away and refused ever to go 
back. 

On this particular night, two teenage boys, wrapped 
up in coats and scarfs to protect them from the icy 
weather, could be seen making their way towards 
the house slowly and tentatively looking as if they 
might turn around and run at any moment. The 
boys had made a pact with group of their friends to 
go and explore the house to see if the rumours 
were true but one by one they had dropped out, 
leaving only the two of them, petrified inside but 
still encouraging each other to carry on.  

The closer they got to the house, the slower their 
progress became until finally they arrived at the 
rusty and decayed metal gate that stood between 
them and the path that lead to the house. Slowly 
they pushed the gate open and it screeched. Tenta-
tively they started to make their way up the path to 
the house. 

As they approached the house the air around them 
seemed to grow even colder. The two boys walked 
up the broken and rotting wooden steps and the 
first boy reached out his hand to push the door 
open but before he even touched it the door sud-
denly opened by itself. The boys jumped, petrified 
by this mysterious occurrence. They were even 
more scared now but they still stepped inside – one 
of the boys leading the way and the other lagging 
behind.  

Inside it was dark, but they could just make out the 
shapes of the furniture. The first boy quickly turned 
on his torch revealing chairs and tables covered in 
thick layers of dust and grime: they must have sat 
there untouched for years and years. As they 
walked forward the floorboards creaked but they 
could also hear strange and unnerving sounds com-
ing from other rooms. 

They started walking up a large staircase with a 
wooden bannister engraved with grotesque faces. 
When they were half way up there was a scream 
and at the top of the stairs they saw a shadowy fig-
ure staring at them with piercing red eyes. The boys 
turned and fled down the stairs but when they 
reached the bottom the floor beneath them splin-
tered and gave way sending them tumbling into the 
blackness of the basement below. 

Jess M 9K 

 

Creative writing 



Food and Nutrition 

A new rotation of students are 
doing Food and Nutrition this 
term and we have introduced  
“Chef of the Week” certificates 

for students in each group to try and achieve. This not 
only looks at their skills but also how well they work 
with others, their ability to work independently of the 
teacher, solving problems, cleaning their equipment and 
work area, and following food hygiene and safety rules.  

So here is what we have been up to in each year group 
with pictures and the “Chef of the Week” winners  for 
each group. 

Year 7 have made two dishes so far, developing their 
safe use of sharp knives, they have made fruit salads 

and also fruit crumble. Both 
dishes have allowed the 
students to use sharp knives 
building up their knowledge 
and confidence with specific 
knife cuts and developing the 
skill of weighing and measuring 
and using an oven safely. 

Chef of the Week : 
Fruit salad: Rae PC and 
Jamie D 
Fruit Crumble : Josh W 
and Maya M 

In year 8 our focus is on developing basic cooking skills and improving the knife skills from year 7 with the 
preparation of a variety of different vegetables. So far this term Year 8 have made Bolognese sauce and sausage 
goulash. They are ensuring that they use the hob safely and develop temperature control in their cooking. We are 
trying develop confidence in cooking with these recipes.  

Chef of the Week so far in year 8 are:   Bethany M and Kaley M for their Bolognese sauce, and  Lily G and 
Connie G for their Sausage Goulash 

In Year 9 students have been looking more at foods 
that will help us maintain a balanced diet ensuring 
that we include all areas of the eat well plate to 
ensure our health. So far students have made 
breakfast pancakes. This incorporates accurate 
weighing and measuring, portion control and 
temperature control. The students produced some 
great pancakes. They then moved on to a chicken 

meal which involved a stuffed chicken breast with home made potato wedges and a 
vegetable based side of the students choosing. Again we had some great results. 

Not all students eat bacon.  Those who do not wrapped their chicken in tin foil with 
some herbs or spices of their choice. We always probe the meat that is cooked to 
ensure it is safe to eat. 

Chef of the Week so far in year 9 are:  Sophie M and Bethany H for the scotch 
pancakes and Jorja N and Jess L for the chicken dinner  



Year 9 Catering group:  These students are studying catering as a lead up to the GCSE course in Y10 and 11. We 
have been focusing strongly on basic skills, so that they can continue to build on them to access more 
complicated practical tasks later in the course. The students have made cottage pie, Vegetable soup where they 
cut the vegetables up into julienne, paysanne, batons, macedoine, and chiffonade cuts. They also made a basic 

white bread to accompany the soup. Students have also made a chilli con carne  

The chefs of the week are:  Harrison B for the Cottage pie; Tyler W for his soup and bread and Tyler C for his chilli 
con carne . 

Year 10 Hospitality Catering. These students have produced a wide range of foods 
with differing levels of difficulty stretching their skills and knowledge to enable them 
to access the high- level skills when they come to do their 
assessment in year 11.  

The students have made vanilla slices with home -made 
prème patisserie, choux pastry, they have deboned and 
portioned a whole chicken and are now using the 
portions from the chicken to make 4 different chicken 
dishes. This week the students have made chicken and 
sweetcorn pies and Thai chicken curry.  

Sadly I didn’t get a student picture for the pie 

The chefs of the week were:   

Pharrell O for the vanilla slice, fabulous feathering of the icing  

Sarah W for the profiteroles, great shape and all equal sizes 

Erin C for deboning the chicken as I know she was really not looking forward to 
this, and did really well. 

Siobhan T for her chicken pies and Thai curry. 

A great term so far and more scrumptious food to come next month. 

Drama 
This huge list of threat and dance is part of the theatre in lockdown series. Some shows are free,  some are 
pay as you like and some charge a fee. 

There is something in there for everyone!  

https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2020/mar/17/hottest-front-room-seats-the-best-theatre-and-dance-to
-watch-online?fbclid=IwAR2t6ajEWzYYo_lYnvzbrCB_4PjxSPr-RRLtuZtYCHZEGDZfDGU9BRI2l9Q  

https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2020/mar/17/hottest-front-room-seats-the-best-theatre-and-dance-to-watch-online?fbclid=IwAR2t6ajEWzYYo_lYnvzbrCB_4PjxSPr-RRLtuZtYCHZEGDZfDGU9BRI2l9Q
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2020/mar/17/hottest-front-room-seats-the-best-theatre-and-dance-to-watch-online?fbclid=IwAR2t6ajEWzYYo_lYnvzbrCB_4PjxSPr-RRLtuZtYCHZEGDZfDGU9BRI2l9Q


What’s on in ….. 

Year 7 can describe themselves and others, and name family members. 

Year 8 have been learning how to say where they go on holiday and 
forms of transport 

Year 9 are gaining confidence in GCSE texts about hobbies such as using 
technology and reading.  

Year 10 continue to work on describing their relationships using reflexive 
verbs 

Year 11 are finishing the topic of work and future plans and are either 
beginning their final GCSE topic or practising some exam-style questions 
on all the topics they have covered so far at GCSE 

Everyone is continuing to use Memrise to help support their in-class 
learning – please speak to your French teacher if you have any problems 
with Memrise so we can help you.  

This month in French culture...  

Armistice Day was also remembered on 11th November in France. Follow this link to see a video of the President 
of France at a commemoration ceremony: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grUY5h6_fVY  

On 6th December, St Nicholas’ Day is celebrated in Eastern France (Alsace and Lorraine). Children might put out a 
(clean!) shoe for St Nicholas to fill with sweets and small treats. 

 Francophone du mois (French speaker of the month)   

Each month we will feature a famous French-speaking person with a few short facts about them in French.   

Tell or email your French teacher one of these facts (or another you have found out) in English to earn a house 
point!   

Marie Curie 

Elle est née en 1867 en Pologne 

Elle a gagné le Prix Nobel de la chimie et de la physique 

Elle a trouvé des nouveux éléments (comme le polonium et le radium) 

Elle a fait beaucoup de travail sur la radioactivité 

French 

French stars! 

Special mentions to the following 
students for their recent efforts in 
French. Well done! 

Y7: Arwen E, Mia B, Sophie K, 
Lizzie G 

Y8: Rohan, Jake J, Alyssa and 
Archie, Olivia, Nikisha 

Y9: Jess, Bethany, Rhys 

Y10: Megan, Monique, Isobella, 
Jess, Alice K 

Y11: Georgia, Megan W, Evie, 
Maddie 

Stockport School has recently successfully received another round 
of funding from Erasmus+ to be used for training staff in foreign 
languages and culture. In the next three years, Covid permitting, 
this will be used to give opportunities for language learning to 
members of staff from departments throughout school, as well as 
Teaching Assistants. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grUY5h6_fVY


MFL—German  

This half term in German 

Year 7 completed their first assessment in German and are now able to 
write a presentation about themselves.  

Year 8 are learning the perfect tense (past) and can communicate in 3 
tenses! 

Year 9 developed their writing skills and learned about making plans for 
school trips. Remember those?! 

Year 10 are testing their German knowledge with some practice GCSE 
papers. Well done everyone! Very impressive! 

Year 11 are learning about local and global issues before taking a break 
for mock exams. Viel Glück! 

Fancy learning German with us? Six in ten adults wish they’d kept up the 
foreign language they studied at school. 

A British Council survey found that 66% of UK adults did not appreciate 
the benefits of studying a language when they were at school. 64% wish 
they had kept up the foreign language they studied and 10% of UK adults 
tried learning a language during the first lockdown. 

We are inviting our pupils’ friends and family members to brush up on 
their German or try it for the first time. Here are the links to the Memrise 
courses our pupils follow. All you need is a (free) Memrise account and 
then click the link to follow the course. Don’t worry, we can’t see how 
well you are getting on with your learning. We only check on the pupils in 
our groups. 

Year 7: https://app.memrise.com/course/1571215/stimmt-1/ 

Year 8: https://app.memrise.com/course/1557299/stimmt-2/ 

Years 9, 10 & 11: https://app.memrise.com/course/1601888/stockport-
school-gcse-german/ 

Key Vocabulary to help you navigate the festive period in German. 

Frohe Weihnachten – Merry Christmas   der Weihnachtsbaum – the Christmas tree 

der Weihnachtsmarkt – the Christmas market   das Weihnachtsgeschenk – the Christmas present 

der Engel – the angel      der Stern – the candle 

The festivities start early in Germany! 

Christmas is an important time of 
year in Germany. many people have 
an advent wreath (with four candles) 
and light one candle each Sunday 
leading up to Christmas. Christmas 
markets are extremely popular and 
most towns have one.  

The first festive 
event takes 
place on the 6th 
December. On 
the night be-
fore, children 
put their shoes 
outside of their 
bedroom door 
for St Nikolaus. 
If they have been good, they will be 
filled with little presents and sweets 
in the morning.  

Sometimes at Christmas parties, St 
Nikolaus will visit to tell funny stories 
about the party-goers and mention 
embarrassing things that happened 
during the year. He will usually have 
his helper with him. His helper is a 
scary figure, dressed in black. He goes 
by many names – Knecht Ruprecht, 
Krampus or Schmutzli. He’ll carry a 
birch stick to deter the ‘naughty chil-
dren’ from being bad next year.  

Try putting your shoes out on the 
evening of the 5th December and see 
whether it’s St Nikolaus or Krampus 
who pays you a visit!  

Business Studies 

Tycoon Enterprise Challenge Update 

Before half term our 5 business teams (Aroma, Fabrik, SK Sweets, Beauty and the Box and 
Calendars4U) worked super hard to produce some amazing business plans in the hope of 
receiving a business loan. Well, they did it! ALL 5 teams have been successful in receiving 
business loans from the Peter Jones Foundation and are currently in the process of 
procuring their supplies! Watch this space for the launch of their innovative products!  

Business Star of the Month: Aryan A 

https://app.memrise.com/course/1571215/stimmt-1/
https://app.memrise.com/course/1557299/stimmt-2/
https://app.memrise.com/course/1601888/stockport-school-gcse-german/
https://app.memrise.com/course/1601888/stockport-school-gcse-german/


The Intergenerational Doing Dementia 
Differently Choir and zoom! 

On Friday 23rd October the Intergenerational 
Doing Dementia Differently Choir finally got 
to meet for the first time again since 
February. However it was with a little 
difference! The choir met up over zoom 
during the student’s lunch break.  

Student members of the choir from Stockport School were allocated a year 
group room in and around the music block where they joined up with the 
adult members over zoom.  

Students were able to eat their dinner whilst hearing from the adults about 
their experiences of lockdown. It was so lovely to once again meet up and 
the adults were delighted to see the students again.  

We even managed to quietly sing Vera Lynn’s “We’ll Meet Again” to round 
off the get together.  

Meetings are currently being held to see how we can continue to keep the 
intergenerational choir meeting during these difficult months. We know the 
adults are longing to 
see the students 
again as it really 
brightened their 
week. We will also 
be looking to 
welcome some new 
year 7 members to 
the choir soon. 

Year 8’s Grace T, 
Isobel W and Lucy F 
participating in the 
zoom call.  

 

Year 9’s Ben F, Nicholas S, Lucas B, Niamh L and Tyler C participating in the 
zoom call. 

Music  The Year 7 Virtual Music Concert 
and House Competition 

Calling all Year 
7 musicians! 

 

We are holding a music concert 
(house competition) virtually this 
year. All year 7’s are invited to 
submit a recording of themselves 
playing or singing. Everybody 
that enters will be awarded a P3 
House Point for musical perfor-
mance.  

Any standard is allowed. Even if 
you are a beginner, we would 
love to hear you.  

How will it work?  

Please attach a recording of 
yourself playing or singing to 
your allocated task in firefly that 
your teacher has created.   

Some students will be chosen to 
represent your house in the final 
competition, and we will invite 
you to film your piece on the 
stage in the hall before pre-
senting them to our judges.  

Any students chosen for the final 
concert will be told and will be 
awarded extra house points.  

Any instrument is allowed.  

It can be a group from the same 
form or an individual perfor-
mance.  

If you are unsure of how to rec-
ord your clip, you can arrange to 
do it in the music block at a 
break or lunch.  

The deadline for all recorded 
entries is Friday 5th December.  

Which house will be this year’s 
champion?! 

(Remember, simply sending a 
small recording will get you 
house points and will contribute 
to the overall standings)!  

Happy music making everyone!   



Science  

The Year 11 mocks are fast approaching, and revision for paper 1 in Combined Science and Triple Science biology, 
chemistry and physics exams (from the exam board edexcel) should be underway. 

 

Science Enrichment 

There are enrichment sessions in 
science for the Year 10 students to 
revise both current topics, and 
topics from during Year 9, on a 
BLUE Monday.  

And the Year 7 Science Club team 
continue  their research on Mars. 
A special mention goes to 
Matthew P for sharing his poster 
titled “Could We Colonize Mars?” 
that was shared at a recent 
session. In addition, Archie C, 
Lucas M, Sam M, Antoni S and 
Arthur T are commended for their 
dedication to Science Club. Well 
done all! 

In this celebratory edition, we start with congratulating the following Cen-
tury Stars for their dedication to their Independent Learning: 

 

There are still two weeks to go to try to 
climb the leader board for our group, and 
get in to the top 10. Together we can do it. 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 

Brendan J 

Matteo S 

Bethan H 

Jia Yi X 

Erin B 

Izzy R 

Logan A 

Beth G 

Chloe M 

Maddie T 

Claudia H 

Jessica W 

Grace A 

Ibrahim K 

Hannah M 

Course Biology Chemistry Physics 

Date Wed 9/12 Mon 14/12 Thu 17/12 

Both 
1 – Key concepts in biology 

2 – Cells and control 

3 – Genetics 

4 – Natural selection and ge-
netic modification 

5 – Health, disease and the 
development of medicines 

1 – Key concepts in chemistry 

2 – States of matter & mixtures 

3 – Chemical changes (Acids & 
Electrolysis) 

4 – Extracting metals & Equilib-
ria 

1 – Key concepts of physics 

2 – Motion and forces 

3 – Conservation of energy 

4 – Waves 

5 – Light and the e-m spectrum 

6 – Radioactivity 

Triple only 

  5 – Separate chemistry 1 7 – Astronomy 

Century nuggets and past exam papers on Firefly are 
important online resources to consolidate learning and 
develop exam technique. Revision guides, whether 
information-driven like CGP, or blend of information 
and worked examples like Pearson, are useful paper-
based resources.  

        

Enrichment is another resource many Year 11 students 
are using. Science is RED Monday after-school, with 
sessions for: biology, chemistry and physics at both 
higher and foundation tiers, and Century support. 



History 

Year  9 Options  

This term Y9 will be making their option choice between Geography and History. To aid students and parents in 
this important decision here is a brief summary of the topics we do in History at GCSE. More detailed 
information will be sent home soon, along with the option form to fill in.  

History is a very exciting and popular GCSE subject at Stockport School. The History team is experienced in 
providing an extremely supportive environment which allows students to achieve to their full potential.  We use 
a variety of fun activities to maximise your learning such as debates, DVD’s, group work, enquiry’s and ICT. 
However, we also concentrate on exam technique such as source analysis, as well as providing revision sessions 
to ensure you can perform your very best when it comes to the examinations.  

Key features of the course: In each topic students need to be able to demonstrate 
their historical knowledge through essays and source analysis. The topics are: 

Medicine in Britain, c1250–present and The British sector of the Western Front, 
1914–18: injuries, treatment and the trenches 

Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918-1939: examines the 
reasons for the rise of the Nazi Party in Germany. 

Early Elizabethan England 1558-88: problems and successes of Elizabeth I reign.  

Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941-91 

What kind of students is this suitable for?  First and foremost, students need to have 
a love for History! They need to have enjoyed History at KS3 and have a strong desire 
for a greater historical knowledge, source skills and understanding at KS4. Students must also have the literacy 
skills needed to do extended writing with a fairly high degree of accuracy in terms of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar, as marks are awarded for this in the actual examinations. Each History exam paper contains at least 5 
essays that have to be written within strict time conditions, therefore students need to be prepared to put a lot 
of practise into improving their essay technique and source skills and be willing to take on board the advice of 
their teachers on how to improve.  

What could this lead on to? History as an academic subject is highly regarded by 
both universities and employers. A History GCSE is very sort after for jobs in law, 
journalism, legal executives, teaching, public relations and archaeology, to name 
a few. Having a GCSE in History shows that as well as being academic you can 
demonstrate a variety of skills which is what employers are looking for. 

Paper 1: Thematic study 
and historic environment 

Medicine in Britain, c1250–present and 

The British sector of the Western Front, 

1914–18: injuries, treatment and the trenches 

Written examination: 1 hour and 15 minutes 

30%* of the qualification 

52 marks (16 for the historic environment, 36 for the the-
matic study) 

Paper 2: Period study and 
British depth study 

Early Elizabethan England 1558-88 

Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941-
91 

Written examination: 1 hour and 45 minutes 

40%* of the qualification 

64 marks (32 for the period study and 32 for the British 
depth study) 

Paper 3: Modern depth 
study 

Weimar Germany and Nazi Germany 1918
-1939 

Written examination: 1 hour and 20 minutes 

30%* of the qualification 

52 marks 



Well done to all those classes who are still in the Hegarty Cup, 
and to the students continuing with excellent independent 
work! Impressively, Stockport School has completed the 2nd 
greatest number of hours doing FixUp5 tasks out of over 
1800 Hegarty Maths Schools this month!  

Special mention goes to our Hegarty Champions for the most questions correctly answered in the past month: 

Keep handing in your Independent Learning Lists to qualify for the December raffle! To be eligible to win, you need 
to have completed another HegartyMaths Independent Learning List: stockport.fireflycloud.net/maths/
hegartymaths-independent-learning-lists 

Maths  

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 

Arthur T 

Lucas M 

Matthew P 

Archie C 

Evie B 

Isabella P 

Ben C 

Lucas V-A 

Lily W 

Keane B 

Gabrielle E 

Henry F 

Olivia M 

Martha C 

Georgie-Leigh W 

Billy W 

Annie S 

Maya W 

Charlie R 

Claudia H 

Jake O 

George K 

Lucy C 

Georgia A 

James G 

Puzzle at the Bank 

(Source: mathsisfun.com) 

A bank customer had $100 in his account. 

He then made 6 withdrawals, totaling $100. 

He kept a record of these withdrawals, and the balance 
left in the account, as follows: 

Why are the Totals not exactly right? 

Withdrawals Balance left 

$50 $50 

$25 $25 

$10 $15 

$8 $7 

$5 $2 

$2 $0 

$100 $99 

Congratulations to Lily G ( year 8) 
for her successful shot which landed 
exactly where she aimed it inside a 
wheelie bin! See video clip attached 
showing Lily's impressive attempt... 

https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/
resource.aspx?id=225000 

PE and DANCE 

Our year 9 dancers who are working towards achieving RSL level 1 
certificate in Creative and Performing Arts ( dance). This particular piece 
is their group dance ensemble to the music Edit by Dex 

https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/maths/hegartymaths-independent-learning-lists
https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/maths/hegartymaths-independent-learning-lists
https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/resource.aspx?id=225000
https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/resource.aspx?id=225000


Homework, remote learning and independent learning 

These Year 11 students have already received more than fifteen sets of house points for good/ excellent homework or 
independent learning 

Year 10 students with more than fifteen positive homework/ independent learning referrals: 

Year 9 students with more than fifteen positive homework/ independent learning referrals: 

Year 8 students with more than fifteen positive homework/ independent learning referrals: 

Year 7 students with more than fifteen positive homework/ independent learning referrals: 

Although the March lockdown brought many challenges, like the current self-isolation periods for students, it has 
also had some hidden benefits for staff and for students. 

We have been really impressed by the vast majority of students’ attitudes towards their learning since we returned 
to school. It is very clear that many students used the experience of lockdown to become much more independent 
in their approach to home learning, and this has carried on after their return to school. We have built on this during 
our Independent Learning fortnight by providing every Year 11 student with a revision timetable and booklet to 
help them to prepare for their mock exams, as well as teaching revision strategies to Years 7 to 10. 

Erin M Maddy E Hannah B Molly B Joshua M Precious S Katie H Yildiz A 

Molly D Oliver R Lucy C Jack F Joe I Ciaran M Hannah M Charlotte T 

Emily K Fiona M Lucy M Evie O Hope B Erin F James  G Katie G 

Sully A Izzy C Macy G Maddie B Oliver J Ibrahim K-A Harry M Charlotte N 

Damian G Lam Khoi N Millie R Kian W Ruby O-S Phoebe R Gia S Ellie W 

Tess B Calum H Aryan N Kieran T Kirsten B Kieran H Alex R Sophie W 

Gabrielle E Isabel L Bethany H Jess M Charlie C Lauren E Grace J Herbie W Poppy S 

Ysabel H Olivia R Isabel R Finley B Erik B Lucy C Jennifer C Martha C Tyler M 

Ryan G Stuart G-S Leila S Connie U Charlotte M Poppy S Zoe G Jess H Lucas M Archie W 

Hollie B Lizzie G Ava H Leah K Roxanne S-S Abi P Evie B Maia F Charlie S  

Jack B Jake J Declan C Erin-Lily T Mathilda W-O Rachel S 

Evie B Nathan P Calum D Kade B Ryan B Gracie B Macy B Tom H 

Tiegan T-M Jessica W Tyler H Grace M Summer L-M Nsuli S Ellen W  Trevelle B 

Maya W Henry I Kieron A Mia B Chloe J Gracie L     

We also have far fewer students who are not working at 
home than last year or in previous years. There is still 
more to be done, including making sure that students 
who are self-isolating but are well keep up with their 
learning while at home, but we are pleased with the 
mature and independent attitudes of most students. 
We are also grateful for the support of parents with 
this. 

As a staff team, we have been busy learning, refining 

and developing online skills, building on our previous 
use of websites like Firefly, Century, Memrise, GCSEPod 
and Hegarty for setting homework, and becoming more 
confident with other resources like Seneca Learning, 
Oak Academy and Microsoft Teams. We have also been 
busy training students on some of these. Some staff 
who have been self-isolating at home have been 
recording parts of lessons for students or giving some 
live input from home. We are also offering remote 
mentoring via Microsoft Teams for Pathways students. 



Additionally, we have asked students and parents about 
what we can do to support online or remote learning. 
This included student interviews, a parent survey and 
some phone interviews. This led to us producing a 
booklet for all parents about how to use Firefly and all 
the other online resources, as well as producing key 
learning booklets for every subject for every student, in 
case they had to self-isolate or had no computer at 
home. We also applied to the Department for Education 
for additional laptops for students without a device at 
home, so that no students has to be left behind their 
peers, and we were successful in this application. 
Students without computers or tablets at home have 
now started borrowing computers from school, to 
support them with their home learning. 

 If your child does not have access to a computer or 
tablet at home, or if you do not have the internet at 
home, please contact me ASAP on 
r.holt@stockport.stockport.sch.uk and I will see if we 
can help. 

These are uncertain times for everyone, including 
students, and especially the older students who are 
experiencing understandable concern about what the 

government plans to do about GCSE exams. The 
message that we are giving to students is that their 
wellbeing is our first priority. We do not want them to 
burn out or becoming overwhelmed with stress. Nobody 
can control what will happen with GCSE exams, so we 
are advising that students focus on what they can 
control: doing their very best with everything and asking 
for help or support if they need it. Taking control of their 
homework, revision and learning will help their 
wellbeing (by giving them a sense of purpose and 
control) as long as this is kept at a sensible level. We 
have also offered Year 10 and 11 students one-to-one 
mentoring for students who would benefit from this. 
This is intended to support them through the coming 
months and is in addition to those students in all years 
who are already being mentored in Pathways by Mrs 
Wild. 

This year has been a steep learning curve for everyone, 
but we are confident that students and staff alike have 
tried to take the positives from it and prepare for 
whatever the rest of the year brings. 

Miss Holt 

Congratulation to the following students for 
achieving their Silver Award 

Year 7  

Lizzie G Archie W Maia S 

Stuart GS Poppy S Leila S 

Sophie K Ryan G Arthur T 

Ava H Connie U Yasemin B 

Aoife T Lexi P Lucas M 

Amelia O Evie B Matthew P 

Charlie D Antoni S  

Year 8  

Erin-Lily T JiaYi X  

Year 9  

Gabrielle E Jess M Dalal A 

Grace J   

House Points 
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Congratulation to the following students who’ve achieved their Bronze Awards. 

Year 7 

Jacob C Bailey D Lily P Alfie F Sahir K Roma H William R 

Archie C Maisy H Eve R Freddie D Jack P Cody R Alex W 

Arwen E Brandon P Ted W Bradley L Ryan P Will S-B Tristan W 

Owyn Jack H Emily A Freya B Charlie A George S Owen T Ruby B 

Sophie H Charlie N Poppy S Ruby B Jack B David A Charlie B 

Connor K Lylah-Grace H Georgia H Arthur PW Danielle C Jack B James E 

Manraj SB Harley L Daniel H Leah K Macey K Toby H Elsie M 

Zoe G Sophie L Dom R Bobby M Olivia O'S Colt M Marissa W 

Sorrel H Harry B Rita C Edie-May S Jake C Mollie B Taylor H 

Alfie K Holly E Milly L Paige V James T Fletcher G Jacob H 

Ella T Ryan G Dailen OS Chloe G Daniel M Haris K Jacob M 

Hannah D Will M Joe S Sam M Ava-Mai E Lois F Katie S 

Max SM Rae P C Logan B Kayden S  Daniyal A Niah H Fathima S 

Ella H Ellie M Scarlett B Fin T-T Joshua W Taylor B Maia W 

Dean M Mya D Mike C    Joe R Kai D 

Year 8 

Jessica M Lucy F Junaid H Aiden S Mathilda WO Lucy H Matthew M 

Sonny B Evie H Emma H Abbie E Georgina W Yas R Summer M 

Isobel B Nuala L Eleanor S Finley N Hermione T Jessica RS Corey P 

Joel H Isabella P Harvey B Faye C Grace WE Charlotte S Hannah U 

Noah G Benjamin S Eva F Katie W Sam H Fletcher N Harvey C 

Riley L Jake T Marley G Archie B Katie W Freddie P Rosa H 

Matilda W Jasmine Y Roxy A Gwen F Eleanor H Leah P Polly M 

Ethan W Ethan A Archie L Mia F Maryam M Ellie R Evan P 

Layla W Aaron B Alyssa BT Rachel S Rohan N Alexis G Kaci D 

Lennox W Archie C Katie E Mathew J Isobel W Alfie C Jessica R 

Jake J Ben F Hollie C Lauren E Niamh O'L Olivia CB Evie H 

Will A Isobel H Oscar R Katie Low-R Yahya A Lewis CL Harri D 

Daisy J Katie J Caitlin B B Nathan L Melissa M Jacob T Grace K 

Taylor D Bethany M Claudia A Jamie B Henry T Arwa D Grace B 

Jake C Elle T-M Aya A Hannah H Eleanor T Mason R Rowan M 

Izzy W Jaen L Charlie G Safia H Lily A Lucas VA Harriet D 

Jack B           



Puzzle Solutions 

There is no reason whatever why the customer's origi-
nal deposit of $100 should equal the total of the balanc-
es left after each withdrawal. 

The total of withdrawals in the left-hand column may 

equal $100, but it is purely coincidence that the total of 
the right-hand column is close to $100. 

Let us show another example, but starting with $200 in 
the bank: 

 Moral of this story? Don't Total Balances. 

Sails and Oars is a monthly publication by Stockport School. For information or contributions, please contact 
sailsandoars@stockport.stockport.sch.uk  

Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 

Niamh L Stefanos C Jasmine L Tremaine B Kian T Megan M Maddy E 

Rowan H Lucy L Elliot B Tiegan TM Sophie F Molly O'L Sam F 

Lewis L Ruby H Alana T Macy B Harrison B Luke B Calum H 

Nicholas S Hannah J Max W Mischa D Isobella P Isobel C Charlotte T 

Madison T Mitchell R Lucan B Kira H Amelia C Toby D Kian W 

Summer B Grace W Esme CDL Grace H Connie C Million T Damian G 

Herbie W Katy H Evie W Nathan P James S Martha BL Richard N 

Ned B Maddie R Joe P Maya W Maximilion W Kingsley K Kirsten B 

Charlie C Ryley L Harrison B Sophie A Olivia C Jacob P Summer B 

Isabel R Jamie W Henry F Chloe J Reece C Charlotte H Hannah B 

Emily G Luca DD Sam J Annia B George D Anna H Kieran H 

Georgie-L W Maddison K Chloe M Grace M Waleed S Tyler H Joshua M 

Erik B Abigail SB Kaiden W Charley H Izzabel T Reece K Sophie W 

Owen W Bailey W Cayden PN Olivia C Rose A Edan W Sully A 

Macie H Elliot P Charlie W Yousef F George P Archie B Emily K 

Caitlin H Rebecca WW Arda B Caleb R Ellie T Joe M Ellie W 

Bode H Jess L Harry J Annie S Sabeena P Grace M Emma L 

Alice A Blake W Daniel M Lucy N Malachi N Nsuli S Aryan N 

Aaron M Tehmoor K Meredith A Wil B Romilly O'N Lily W Buster B 

Olivia R Olivia B Courtney C Paisley B Jessica O Ellen W Grayson C 

Poppy S Layton S Adam G Trevelle B Nathan W George H Orion J 

Evie L Lauren B Isabella C Owen P Ciaran H Perry T Maddie B 

Olivia M Isaac M Maddie H Grace G Maddie T Erin C Jack F 

Alice K Harry B Taylor S Stan O Sam P Max C Joe I 

Lauren E Jack C Jamie O Joshua M Jasmine P Ruby C Kieran T 

Morgan P Oscar H Louie P Megan W Georgie E Gracie L Izzy C 

Lucy C Alex K Ben F Amy L Kade B Isaac M Mia D 

      Maximus T Emily F Claudia H Harry M 

      Lucy A Owen F Stefan L Evie O'R 
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Stockport School 

Leavers 2020  

Top 5 providers this year: 
 
Aquinas                              85 students 
Cheadle and Marple        52 students 
Stockport                           39 students 
Xaverian                             13 students 
The Manchester College 12 students 
 

Top 5 subjects including A level and/or Diplomas/
BTECs: 
Criminology                       34 students           
Health and Social              27 students 
Sport                                   23 students 
Psychology                         17 students 
Law                                      17 students 
 

Notable individual 
performances: 

Where are they now? 

Congratulations to our 2020 Leavers for securing destinations in colleges, apprenticeships, training and 
employment. 

This year students showed great maturity and independence in making multiple applications so they had 
several pathways open to them. Lockdown did not deter them in making well researched plans for their 
futures.  

95% of the cohort are now studying a range of courses in colleges across Greater Manchester and some 
of the remaining students have secured apprenticeships in engineering, pharmacy, hairdressing and 
several other sectors. 

We look forward to hearing of future successes and finding out what our Alumni go on to do, so we hope 
students will keep in touch. 

Class of 2020!  

What a strange year… I was incredibly proud to be Director of 
Progress for last year’s Leavers; before Covid-19 was even 
heard of the students were on track to break all GCSE 
performance records. Engagement was high, attitudes were 
excellent and negative behaviour points were at an all-time 
low. Then March came along and the Year 11 group took all the 
uncertainties in their stride. We collected over two thousand 
individual Centre-Assessed Grades from teachers and 
submitted them to the DfE knowing we were confident in all 
our grade decisions, and satisfied that all our students deserved 
each and every one. When the final GCSE results were released 
in August, we were very pleased that our results were what we 
had predicted all year – record school performance! 

C Beever 

Assistant Headteacher / Director of Progress Year 11 

Progress Attainment 

Megan W 

Frank B 

Tilly V 

Cameron J 

Jacob N 

Esther H 



 

 
 

Year 11 Subject Award Winners  

Maths Attainment Cameron J 

Maths Award for Progress Kurtis R 

English Language Jamie I 

English Literature Safiyyah D 

Science Cameron J  

Physics Jacob N  

Chemistry Emma B  

Biology Esther H  

Combined Science Megan W  

Fine Art Athena U 

Graphics James P 

3D Design Leah W 

Photography James T 

Creative Arts Award Ewan E 

Computing Joe C 

Textiles Megan C 

Dance Libby W 

Drama    Mace M 

Drama   Maisie D 

Geography Attitus M 

German Megan C & Freya P 

History Georgie M and Harley P 

Music Eleanor B 

PE Esther H, Jacob N, Dominic V 

RE Milly B 

Psychology Olivia B 

Sociology Max W  

Spanish Samantha M  

BTEC Sport Ibrahim K-A  

Music Technology Joe M 

 


